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Introduction

- Team: Citrix are for Kids!
- Members
  - O’shea Anaya
  - Shadee Barzin
  - Andrew Ferguson
  - Brendan Murphy
  - Peter Werner
- Partner Company: Citrix (now LogMeIn)
- Mentors
  - John Spann
  - Nikolay Avrionov
  - David Acevedo
  - Paul Mueller-Bruehl
Problems

- Difficult to find useful information specific to courses
- Difficult to find a group to study with
- Difficult to find a physical meeting space when collaborating with peers
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- Forum for students to connect and share information
- Find study groups
- Share and find relevant course documents
Application Demo
Dashboard

● Basic overview of all courses
● View more detailed updates for each course at a glance
● Quickly open files and join study sessions
Course Pages

- Hub for classmates to connect
- Forum for filesharing
- File tags to identify relevant file information
- Upvote system to crowdsource most helpful files
Study Sessions

- Video Chat
- Text Chat
- Collaborative Document Editing
Technologies

- ReactJS
- WebRTC
- NodeJS
- Firebase
- Google APIs
Future Innovations

- User Score
- File Recommendation
- Session Matchmaking
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